THERMOCOUPLE PANELS TCll &/1A
Technical Instructions

Item 9 (TC/l). April,

THERMOCOUPLE PANELS TC/l and TC/14
Function-The thermocouple panel provides a calibration circuit for the amplifier
detector and is used, at studio offices in conjunction with the variable tone source TS/4'
and at transmitting stations with the fixed frequency oscillator OS/2 or variable tone
source TS/5.
thermocouple circuit provides a means for measuring and adjusting the
value of the A.C. supply. The panel also includes switching facilities to arrange the circuit
for calibrating the thermocouple in conjunction with the galvanometer on direct current.
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Two 3-position keys, two rheostats and a meter are provided on the parrel. The three
positions of the Standard Input key are designated Adjust D,C', Cal T.C. D.C. and
Adjust A.C., and the three positions of the Amplifier Detector key are designated Off,
Adjust and Line. The rheostats are designated Adjust Galvo and Adjust Input.
Provision is made for a 6 volt D.C. supply for calibrating the thermocouple. A resistance
(13b ohms) is included in the supply lead iu order to limit the maximum current in tlie thermocouple heater circuit. TIie A.C. supplv for calibrating the amplifier detector is applied via
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In T.C. jack either from the fi.xed frequency

oscillator OS/2, the variable tone
from the variable tone source TS/4 via the equaliser amplifier EAl2 or a
1 B' amplifier. At transmitting stations whore the oscillator OS/2 is used, limiting
resistances are connected in the leads from the A.C. In T.C. jack in order to protect the
thermocouple. At more recent, transmitting stations where the tone source TS/5 is used
the limiting resistances referred to above are included in the thermocouple panel which is
coded TC/IA. At office terminal stations the necessary provision for limiting the current

the A.C.

source TS/5, or

in the thermocouple heating circuit is made in the wiring of the TS/4 Out (Cal. T.C.) jack.

Calibration-Adjustment of D.C.-Direct curront at 6 volts is used for calibrating the
thermocouple and the circuit must fust bo arranged for'adjusting the D.C. curront to a value
of l0 mA.
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The key switches on the thermocouplo panel should be set as Iollows

:-

Standard Input key to Adjust D.C.
Amplifier Detector key to Off.
The circuit is thus arranged as in tr'igure 2, with the meter connected &cross its shunt,
which is connected in series with the thermocouple heater, 245 ohm output resistance. and
Adjust Input rheostat, across the 6 volt D.C. supply. The rheostat should then be adjusted
to obtain a reading of 100 on the meter.
Calibration of Thermocouple-The circuit is next arranged as in X'igure 3, tho meter
being transferred to the thermocouple output circuit and connected in series with the Adjust
Galvo rheostat.
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The key ewitches on the thermocouplo panel should be set as follows:

Standard Input key to Cal T.C. D.C.
Amplifier Detector key to Off.
The Adjust Galvo rheostat should be adjusted to givo a reading of 50 on the meuer.

Adjustment of Sending Level-The D.C. supply should. now be replaced by
at the required test frequency, the circuit being arranged as in Figure 4.

A.C.

Fig.
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Tho key swrtches on the thermocouple panel should be set as toilows:Standard Input key to Adjust A.C.
Amplifier Detector key to Off.
The tone source should be connected to the A.C. Input T.C. jack.
Wrero a 600 cyclo oscillator is bei.g used, the connoction should bo botween OSC Out and
A.C. In T.C. jacks, the Adjust Input rheostat boing previously turne<t f,e minimtm.
Whoro a variable tone sourco TS/5 is being used the connection should be botwoen TS/5 Out
and A.C. In T.C., the Adjust Input rheostat being previously turned to minimum.

f

Where the variablo torro source TS/4 is used, tho connection should bo between EA 12 Orrt, or ' B '
Out, and A.C. ln T.C. jacks, connection also being made from tho TS. Out Cal. T.C. jack to the
EA,l2In jack, or to the ' B ' input. The equalisor ampliffer, where usod, should be ou maximr:m gain
with the equalisor and corrector out of circuit (Volume Control on stud 10, Equaliser Resistance
e11 @, and Series Res keys in positions I and 3).

The A.C.

in the heater circuit should be adjusted, by means of the Adjust Input

rheostat

or the tone source Volume Control, to give a reading of 50 on the meter.

Y1

In this condition the A.C. in the circuii; is l0 mA. and the potential drop in the 245 ohm
output resistance, across which the amplifi.er detector is connected during calibration, is
2.45volts. This voltage across a 600 ohmcircuit wouldcoffespondto a power of 10 milliwatts.
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External Connections-X'or calibration of tho amplifior detector thecircuit io arranged
as in X'igure 5, the meter being transferred to the output of the amplifier detector, and
the input of the amplifier detector being connected across tho 245 ohm output resistance of
tho thormocouple panel.

Drotoing A.8l7,Iesue 7, Fig. 4.
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The key switches on the thermocouple panel should be set as follows

:-

Standard Input key to Adjust A.C.

Amplifier Detector keY to Adjust.
of the galvanometer in ihe output circuit of the amplifier detector

is
The connection
mado via Galvo jacks and the permanent wiring of the break contacts. The connection
of the amplifier detector input is made through the AD/2 In and T.C. Panel Out jacks, and
the permanent wiring of their break contacts'
The Test In jack is shunted by a 600 ohm resistance and connected, viathekey contacts
of the Amplifier Detector key (when operated to the Line position) and the T.C. Panel
Out and. AD/2 In jacks, across the input of the amplifier detector. It thus provides a
conyenient 600 ohm termination for lines when measureucents with the amplifier detector
are being made upon them.

